To respond to the growing demand for sustainability and respect for the environment by consumers, governments and institutions, Fabbri Group has recently launched Nature Fresh, the first film for automatic packaging certified as suitable for home and industrial composting worldwide.

Designated by the MACEK® wrapping design, it is completed by the new industrial high-speed Automac NF, which is designed to use and take full advantage of the fundamental features of this remarkable film:

- **Certified compostability**
- **Maximum extensibility**
- **Maximum transparency**
- **Maximum adherence**
- **Maximum water vapor permeability**
- **Maximum efficiency**
- **Approved for direct food contact, even with fatty foods**
- **Printability with compostable inks**
- **Internal recycling >99%**

The Automac NF wrappers are developed one by one, to specifically respond to all the different needs from medium/large packaging centers and industries. Allowing us to always offer the perfect synergy between respect for the environment and efficient production.

All packaging machines within this range are fully compatible with all the main stretch films available on the market, also in printed version for further branding and promotion: reel change will take less than 45 seconds.

The development of the Automac NF packaging machines is part of the “Nature Fresh” project, led by Fabbri Group and supported by the EU Program for Research and Innovation, Horizon 2020. The project aims to develop within 30 months, an advanced sustainable technology in order to offer a fully compostable and certified packaging solution.

Info: naturefresh.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 869301.
Automac 40 NF was created to respond to the speed, versatility, strength, compactness and ease-of-use required within the food industry and fresh food processors. In its special version with double film reel, it allows for continuous production with minimal interruptions.

Automac 55 Più NF is the ideal choice for all those who require higher productivity. It is the entry-level among the Automac NF high-speed wrapping machines. Safe, ergonomic, reliable and flexible, it offers optimal performances in the management of printed film and trays in various colours and formats, even high ones or with protruding product.

Automac 75 NF has been developed to meet ever-increasing demand for higher and more sustainable productivity required within packaging centres and industries. Built entirely in stainless steel and aluminum, Automac 75 NF represents the technical and functional evolution of Automac 55 Più NF, maintaining its same flexibility while increasing its performance in terms of solidity, strength and reliability.

Automac 95 NF is the top-of-the-range sustainable wrapping machine. Solid, compact, resistant, reliable, ergonomic, easy-to-use, safe, flexible, it increases the hourly productivity of the range.

Fabbri Group provides quick and efficient technical assistance with a team of qualified and multilingual professionals across the globe. Please check our website for your nearest Service Centre (gruppofabbri.com).

DISCLAIMER: The content and information provided in this brochure are intended for general marketing purposes, therefore no subject (person or company) must consider them exact or complete. Gruppo Fabbri Vignola S.p.A., its company organisations, managers, officials, employees, agents and consultants will not be held liable (including liability resulting from error or negligence, without any limitation) for any direct or indirect loss, damage, cost or obligation which could have been suffered resulting from the use or reliance on that contained or omitted in this brochure. Gruppo Fabbri Vignola S.p.A. reserves the right to modify the specifics of its products without any prior notice. For further technical or economical information, please contact the Gruppo Fabbri Vignola S.p.A. Sales Department.